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Walter de Gruyter
Berlin-New York

New Publication

Wolf-Rudiger Baumann

The Merchants Adventurers
and the Continental Cloth-trade (1560s-1620s)
European University Institute,
Series B (History) 2
1990. 23 x 15.5 cm. XIV, 425 pages. Cloth. DM 176.00. Approx. £ 60.00
ISBN311012582X

Everyone has heard of the English naval
victory over the Spanish Armada, which
marked the start of the decline of Spanish
and the rise of English world power. But not
so many people know that most of the
English ships that won the battles in the
channel in 1588 were used in pacetime for
exporting woollen cloth of the Merchants
Adventurers Company to the Netherlands
and Germany.

Everyone has heard of the Mayflower, the
famous English ship that carried the first
Pilgrim Fathers from Plymouth, England, to
New England in 1620. But how many
people know that the Mayflower regularly
sailed to the German North Sea ports of
Emden and Stade on contract to the Mer-
chants Adventurers?

This important British trading company,
erected by a 1564 charter from Queen
Elizabeth into a "body politic", a sort of
statutory corporation, with a monopoly on
exporting English cloth, is the subject of
this book.

The importance of woollen cloth for the
English economy of the time cannot be
rated highly enough. In 1565 81.60% of
total exports were accounted for by it. It is
hardly surprising that there was bitter fight-
ing over this market among the great
merchant "nations" of the time, and that

foreigners - particularly the German Han-
seatic merchants -were a thorn in the flesh
of the Adventurers. They endeavoured by
every economic and political recourse to
get ride of the competition. The outcome
was that foreigners' share in this lucrative
business fell to 5.14% in the years
1598-1600, whereas fifty years earlier the
Hanseatic share alone had been around

The Merchants Adventures managed not
only to squeeze the Hanse out of their old,
established rights in England, but to
establish their company in Germany itself,
in Emden and even the Hanseatic cities of
Stade and Hamburg. As if that were not
enough, the Adventurers became increas-
ingly involved in internal trade, made direct
contact with producers of goods and
brought some manufactories, and later
even guilds, for instance in Saxony, Silesia,
Lausatiaand Bohemia, under their control.

The work - based largely on hitherto un-
tapped primary sources - centres round
trade and commerce between England
and Germany and English internal trade in
Germany, especially in the second half of
the 16th and the early 17th centuries.
Much light is thrown on the influence of
this trade on individual branches of in-
dustry and on the economic development
of Germany as a whole.
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NEW PERSPECTIVES

ON

HISTORY

Religion and Society
in a Cotswold Vale
Nailsworth, Gloucestershire,
1780-1865
ALBION M. URDANK
"A splendid job of reconstructing
all the important social dimen-
sions of this community. . . . This
is a well-documented, readable,
and thorough account of the ways
in which religious conviction and
its social environment interacted
in an English village during the
course of industrialization."

—Robert Wuthnow, author of
Meaning and Moral Order

$47.50 (U.S.)

Rioters and Citizens
Mass Protest in Imperial Japan
MICHAEL LEWIS
"An influential contribution to
what is now the liveliest area of
modern Japanese history—labor
and social history of the early
twentieth century. . . . This book
significantly enhances our
understanding of those crucial
events."

—William Kelly, Yale University
Center for Japanese Studies

$42.00 (U.S.)

At bookstores

University of
California

Press
Berkeley 94720
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NEW FROM OXFORD
THE LEVER OF RICHES!

Technological Creativity and Economic Progress
Joel Mokyr
"Very well written, lively, and
engaging...closely reasoned
and well executed....Joel
Mokyr is a first-rate
scholar"—Nathan Rosen-
berg, Stanford University.
In a sweeping survey of
inventions and innovations
throughout history, Joel Mokyr
examines the factors that
determine a society's technological creativity. He makes a
detailed comparison of Chinese and European history from
antiquity through the industrial revolution, offering a new
understanding of the rise and fall of technological ingenuity
and economic progress.
$24.95, 368 pp.

An Economic History of the Twentieth Century
Edited by Sidney Pollard
Written by a team of distinguished economic historians
(with advisory editors Carlo Cipolla and David Landes),
and filled with hundreds of color illustrations, maps, cap-
sule biographies, and special feature sections, Wealth and
Poverty offers an intelligent global survey of twentieth-
century economic history.
$29.95, 256 pp.

At better bookstores or directly from
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

200 Madison Avenue • New York, NY 10016
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,=Oxford
Understanding the
Gender Gap
An Economic History of
American Women
CLAUDIA GOLDIN, University of Pennsylvania
"Claudia Goldin's book is by far the best
historical study of working women in the U.S.
It marries careful analysis of evidence from
diverse sources with economic theories of wage
determination, employment, and discrimi-
nation."—GaryS. Becker, University of Chicago

C l A U O U G O I O I N

UNDERSTANDING
THE

GENDER
GAP

AN
ECONOMIC

HISTORY OF
AMERICAN

WOMEN

"With the appearance of Claudia Goldin's
book, we have for the first time a full-scale
systematic treatment of the economic history of women's work in America.
Her findings bring women's labor history onto a new plane. Not many books
generate the intellectual force to reshape a subject. Goldin's is, I think, one of
them."—David Brody, University of California, Davis

"Goldin does economics as it should be done: by explaining a fact—the rise
of women at work—and making sure beforehand that the fact is really so.
She proceeds on the novel premise that economists can learn from sociolo-
gists, demographers, historians, and the very words of the women in
question—and then repays the debt twice over. Filled with startling new
findings, her book combines the excellences of first-rate history and first-rate
economics."—Donald N. McCloskey, University of Iowa

An outstanding achievement. Goldin shows that economic discrimination by
gender has not been a rigid constant, but instead has a complex and varied
history. Her synthesis of market and institutional analysis is a real step
forward in writing the economic history of American women."
—Gavin Wright, Stanford University

(National Bureau of Economic Research)
1990 316 pp. $29.95

RETURN TO: OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, Dept MG, 200 Madison Ave,
New York, NY 10016
Please send me: Dcopy/ies of UNDERSTANDING THE GENDER GAP
(a $31.95 (includes $2.00 shipping and handling) ISBN 0-19-505077-0
• I enclose my check payable to Oxford University Press.
• Please bill my • MasterCard • VISA • American Express

Account no.. . Exp. date.

Signature

Name (please print).

Address

City/State/Zip.
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THE CORPORATE STATE
AND THE BROKER STATE
The Du Ponts and American
National Politics, 1925-1940
Robert F. Burk
The du Ponts, one of the most powerful
financial families in America, played a
major part in influencing the development
of the government's role in economic and
social management in the 1920s and
1930s. Using the corporate structure as a
model for politics, one that employed
efficiences of scale and centralizes
administration, the du Ponts championed
the corporate state form of government. By
focusing on one family's contribution to the
nation's economic and political evolution,
Burk casts light on the powerful influence of
business structure and management on the
organization of a modern state.
14 halftones/$35.00 cloth

ENTERPRISE
The Dynamic Economy of a
Free People
Stuart Bruchev
Not since Charles and Mary Beard's The
Rise of American Civilization has a
narrative been written that so superbly ex-
plicates the origins of American capitalism.
Arguing that the central fact explaining the
success of the American experiment is the
development of the economy, the
distinguished historian Stuart Bruchey
shows the reciprocal relationship between
economic growth and values, law, and
social and political change.
656 pp./49.50 cloth

THE HISTORY OF STATISTICS
The Measurement of
Uncertainty before 1900
Stephen M. Stiqler
"The book is a pleasure to read: the prose
sparkles; the protagonists are vividly
drawn; the illustrations are handsome and
illuminating; the insights plentiful and
sharp." —lorrainej. Daston,

Journal of Modem History
The Belknap Press $ 14.95 paper

UNFREE LABOR
American Slavery and
Russian Serfdom
Peter Kolchin
"Students of servile labor systems, slave
and serf, and of American and Russian
history, have needed, and have known
they needed, a book like this for a long
time...This is indeed a splendid and
indispensable book...Required reading for
American historians."

—Eugene D. Genovese,
Journal of Economic History

1988 Bancroft Prize in American History

1988 Charles S. Sydnor Award of the
Southern Historical Association

1988 Avery O. Craven Prize of the
Organization of American Historians

The Belknap Press
$14.95 paper

THE CONQUEST OF THE
MICROCHIP
Hans Queisser
"The special charm and uniqueness of
Queisser's saga is that it is written by an
insider, a distinguished scientist who left
Germany in 1959 to work in Silicon
Valley for William Shockley, the first great
and controversial champion of
semiconductors...It is a shout of joy for the
great adventure of science."

—John Barker,
Times Higher Education Supplement

$9.95 paper

Harvard
University
Press
Cambridge, MA 021 38
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ECONOMICS
AND
PHILOSOPHY
EDITORS:
Daniel Hausman, University of Wisconsin
Michael McPherson, Williams College

Economics and Philosophy is designed to foster
collaboration between economists and philosophers
and to bridge the increasingly artificial disciplinary
boundaries that divide them. Frequently,
economists acknowledge that their work in both
positive and normative economics depends on
methodological and ethical commitments that
demand philosophical study and justification.
Philosophers increasingly insist that philosophy of
science must be informed by and tested against
studies of current science and of its history, while
ethics and political philosophy must depend on
what we know about human aims and interests and
about the principles, benefits, and drawbacks of
different forms of social organization.

Selected papers:

Should Social Preferences be Consistent?, John Broome

Imperfect Choice and Self-Stabilizing Rules,
Ronald A. Heiner

How to Combine Rhetoric and Realism in the
Methodology of Economics, Uskali Mdki

Economic Methodology:
Steven Rappaport

Rhetoric of Epistemology?,

Economics Is Too Important to Be Left to the
Rhetoricians, Alexander Rosenberg

Economics and Philosophy (ISSN 0266-2671) is published twice
a year. Subscription to Volume 6, 1990 (US and Canada
only): SS5 for institutions; S29 for individuals; single pans
$30.

Back Volumes: 1-5 (1985-1989) $49 each.

Send order to:
Journals Department
Cambridge University Press
40 West 20lh Street, New York, NY 10011, USA; or
The Edinburgh Building, Cambridge CB2 2RU. UK

Cambridge
Journals
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CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS

The Underground Economies
Tax Evasion and Information Distortion
Edgar L Feige, Editor
These essays examine the problems of defining measuring, and understanding the implica-
tions of the "underground economies" that are surmised to have emerged in many of the
world's developed nations.
Contributors: Edgar L. Feige; Robert R. Alford; Robert T. McGee; Bruno Frey; Richard D.
Porter; Amanda S. Bayer; G.A.A.M. Broesterhuizen; Michael O'Higgins; Eno Langfeldt;
Ingemar Hansson; Bruno Contini; Arne |on Isachsen; Steiner Strom; Rolf Mirus; Roger Smith;
Philippe Barthelemy; F.|.M. Feldbrugge and Istvan Gabon
Hardcover $44.50

The French Economy in the Nineteenth Century
An Essay in Econometric Analysis
Maurice Levy-Leboyer and Frangois Bourguignon
The authors present a major reinterpretation of the economic history of France during the
nineteenth century, using sophisticated quantitative techniques to investigate such distinctive
phenomena as the long slowdown of growth from the mid-century onwards. Their analysis is
based on an original two-sector macroeconomic model, and on a thorough comparison of the
behavior of all macroeconomic aggregates across sub-periods.
Copublished with the Maison des Sciences de l'Homme. Hardcover about $69.50

More Heat Than Light
Economics as Social Physics, Physics as Nature's Economics
Philip Mirowski
This is a history of how physics has drawn some inspiration from economics and how economics
has sought to emulate physics, especially with regard to the theory of value. The author traces
the development of the energy concept in Western physics and its subsequent effect on the
invention and promulgation of neoclassical economics, the modern orthodox theory.
Historical Perspectives on Modern Economics
Hardcover $59.50

Recovery from the Depression
Australia and the World Economy in the 1930s
R.G. Gregory and N.C. Butlin, Editors
The contributors examine the ways in which Australia survived and recovered from economic
depression. The Australian experience is set in the wider context of the world economy, and
comparisons are made with Britain, Canada, New Zealand, and Japan.
Contributors: R.G. Gregory; N.G. Butlin; A.G. Green; G.R. Sparks; Y. Yasuba; T.J. Hatton; G.R.
Hawke; B. Eichengreen; J.W. McLean; M. Thomas; V. Ho; L. McDermott; T.J. Valentine; C.
Forster; J.J. Pincus; M.W. Butlin; P.M. Boyce; B.R. Davidson and G.D. Snooks.
Hardcover $49.50

The Golden Age of the Chinese Bourgeoisie
1911-1937
Marie-Claire Bergere / Janet Lloyd, Translator
This innovative study looks at the gradual establishment of the bourgeoisie as a specific and
coherent social class, with its own political ideology and sense of mutual solidarity.
Studies in Modern Capitalism
Hardcover $59.50

Working-Class Americanism
The Politics of Labor in a Textile City, 1914-1960
Gary Gerstle
"His case study of a distinctive textile city is a major contribution to our understanding of the
class and ethnic dynamics of New Deal America and of the continuities linking that epoch of
social reform to the urban experience that preceded and followed it." —David Montgomery
Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Modem History Hardcover $39.50
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A Major Journal
from Cambridge...

International
Affairs

A Quarterly Journal of the Royal
Institute of International Affairs

"A basic title for all readers interested in world
affairs.'' —Magazines for Libraries

"by far the best survey of current literature in the
field." —Tbe Times Literary Supplement

\Cambrid£fe
^Journals

Cambridge University Press
40 West 20th Street • New York, NY 10011
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CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS

Announcing a new series

Studies in Monetary and
Financial History

Michael Bordo and Forrest Capie, Series Editors

This series will publish some of the most exciting developments in
the growing field of monetary (macro) and financial history. It will cover
these areas:

• The application of monetary, macroeconomic, and finance theory
and quantitative methods to historical problems

• History of monetary and financial institutions

• History of the international monetary and financial system

The first book in the series

Elusive Stability
Essays in the History of International Finance, 1919-1939

Barry Eichengreen
Professor of Economics, University of California, Berkeley

The eleven essays in this volume provide a new interpretation of the
operation and macroeconomic repercussions of the international monetary
system during the interwar years.

Each essay is explicitly concerned with the role of exchange rates and
the international monetary system in interwar macroeconomic
fluctuations, and with the European and American experience. In the final
essay, Professor Eichengreen examines the interwar experience from a
long-run perspective.
Contents: Introduction; Real exchange rate behavior under alternative international
monetary regimes; Understanding 1921-1927: inflation and economic recovery in the
1920s; Bank Rate policy under the interwar gold standard: a dynamic probit model (with
Mark W. Watson and Richard S. Grossman); The Bank of France and the sterilization of
gold, 1926-1932; International policy coordination in historical perspective: a view from
the interwar years; The economic consequences of the franc Poincare (with Charles
Wyplosz); Sterling and the tariff, 1929-1932; Exchange rates and economic recovery in
the 1930s (with Jeffrey Sachs); The gold-exchange standard and the Great Depression;
Hegemonic stability theories of the international monetary system.
Hardcover $49.50

At bookstores or order from
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS

40 West 20th Street, NY, NY 10011. Call toll-free: 800-872-7423, outside NY State.
800-227-0247, NY State only. MasterCard & VISA accepted. Prices subject to change.
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Christopher Clark

The Roots of Rural Capitalism
Western Massachusetts, 1780-1860
Clark constructs a broad social history of rural New
England and shows how its economy changed from one
composed of independent farmers relatively isolated
from international markets into a capitalist economy
closely linked to the national market. $32.50

Dennis J. Encarnation
Dislodging Multinationals
India's Strategy in Comparative Perspective

R Why have some countries succeeded in dislodging multi-
national corporations from domestic industries when

O others have not? In an innovative response to this cen-
tral question in political economy, Encarnation exam-

_ _ ines the critical case of India over the past forty years.
J | r | Cornell Studies in Political Economy. $29.95

Edited by Peter J. Katzenstein
Industry and Politics in West Germany
Toward the Third Republic
Thirteen distinguished scholars here provide an ori-
ginal interpretation of the political economy of the
Bonn Republic during the forty years since its founding,
and explore in particular its extraordinary capacity for

"D> accommodating change. Cornell Studies in Political
* • Economy. $49.50 cloth, $16.95paper

James Livingston
Origins of the Federal Reserve System

Tj* Money, Class, and Corporate Capitalism, 1890-1913
"Livingston mines a diverse body of primary and secon-

L dary material to argue that financial and industrial
capitalists, like workers, developed class consciousness
during the economic and cultural crisis of the 1880s and
1890s... . A well-researched, interesting, and histori-
cally grounded narrative."—Business History Review.
$29.95 cloth, $10.95paper

Billy G. Smith
The "Lower Sort"
Philadelphia's Laboring People, 1750-1800
Smith draws on a large array of historical sources, in-
cluding tax lists, censuses, and burial registries to
reconstruct the problems, successes, and failures of the
urban lower classes. He examines the precarious econo-
mic prospects of laboring people and the survival strate-
gies they adopted to cope with spartan material stan-
dards and limited opportunity. $34.50

Prices 10% higher outside of the U.S. and Canada.

Cornell University Press
124 Roberts Place Ithaca, NY 14850

L
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Cambridge University Press

Gambling and Speculation
A Theory, a History, and a Future
of Some Human Decisions
Reuven Brenner and
Gabrielle A. Brenner
"This is a novel defense of an unfamiliar
proposition, advocating the legalization of
gambling. The argument of the book is easy
to follow and, as usuaHwkli Brenner, he is
provocative and interesting. His historical
remarks bring forth much that I did not
know, and, needless to say, the theme of ,
gambling and its appropriate social role is
significant and topical.''—William H.
McNeill, University of Chicago
38180-0 Hardcover $29.95 ~ . . ~;

Russia's Cotton Workers and
the New Economic Policy
Shop Floor Culture and
State Policy 1921-1929
Chris Ward
Using a wide range of sources to examine
key aspects of life on the shop floor of the
Russian cotton mill, the author reveals the
existence of a complex world of work that
grew out of the interaction between the
experience of the industrialization in late
nineteenth and early twentieth century
Russia and the mechanization of the cotton
industry in late eighteenth and early
nineteenth century Britain.
Soviet and East European Studies 69
34580-4 Hardcover $44.50

Rivalry
In Business, Science,
Among Nations
Reuven Brenner
"The quest for a parsimonious theory
of economic change is hardly novel. It is
comparatively rare, though, that historical
and contemporary fact ar** ^Hmvprl to art as
the judge of whether the
enterprise would stand oi
Brenner's Rivalry... mat
reading for its painstakin
empirical support for the
—Edward H. Lorenz,
Business History Review
38584-9 Paper $11.95

Capitalism, Social
and Serfdom
Essays by Evsey D. D
This book contains fourt
Domar's principal paper
On the Measurement of Te

International Monetary
Economics, 1870-1960:
Between the Classical
and the New Classical
M. June Flanders
This history of international monetary
thought from the end of the nineteenth

)f the twentieth

JOURNALS LIBRARY
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ONLY
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Bolton Institute of
Higher Education

lost comprehensive
on the theory of
et produced.
Modem Economics
.50

limits to

f g
Change, published in 1961 and ending with
The Blind Men and the Elephant, which has
not appeared in print before.
37091-4 Hardcover $49.50

f modern government
low to choose and
.onomic policies. This
>play the historical
d importance of this

^ . ^ . , .„ , ts origins, and to
produce a remedy through a clearer and
steadier focus.
Murphy Institute Studies in Political Economy 2
35283-5 Hardcover $29.95
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